
The enemy of photography is the convention 
….fixed rules. 

The salvation of photography comes from 
experimentation 



TAKING CONTROL OF 
YOUR FLASH 

•  Two Exposures Explained 

•  Speedlights – On and Off Camera 

•  ETTL & Manual Flash  

© Dash Debley 



My goal is to take you past the “green box” and “ETTL on camera 
flash” into the world of using your flash creatively and provide you 
the keys to unlock the tools and techniques of artificial light. 
  
Understand, that in flash photography, it’s a fact that every shot is 
a “double exposure”!  
You will learn about tools and techniques that will allow you the 
freedom to build a photograph using ambient and artificial light.  
 
So, let’s get started with taking control of your flash! 



Why	do	we	use	flash?		
We	use	flash	to	add	the	Appropriate	amount	of	fla+ering	light	while	
controlling	the	ambient	light	exposure.	

	

Ambient exposure is controlled by shutter speed, ISO, and 
aperture. This is known as the “Exposure Triangle”. 

Flash exposure is controlled by aperture, ISO and flash power 



When we add any kind of flash to our camera – one exposure 
becomes two, ambient light & light from our flash. 

So, we’ll have to control them independently and we can.  

More ambient light, less ambient light, more flash power, less 
flash power. Not only do we have two different sources of light, 
we have two different qualities of light – hard light and soft light.		







How Your Camera measures light 

TTL Metering 

Auto-focusing 



With the mirror up your camera is 
no longer able to meter the light or 
auto focus!  



Let’s do the White Balance test. 



•  In ETTL the pre-flash measures 
the distance to the subject and 
sets the flash power. Flash 
recognizes the focal length and 
zooms accordingly.  

Typical ETTL Speedlight 



•  Custom W.B. (Color Balance Coach Disk) 
Why custom white balance?  



Flash Sync Speed – Why it is limited to ~1/250th ?  
The maximum flash sync speed is the fastest shutter speed at which the 
entire image sensor can be illuminated by flash pulse. Most modern 
digital SLR cameras have maximum flash sync speed of ~1/250 of a 
second. 

- 1st & 2nd or rear curtain SYNC  
- High Speed Sync. - In the modern DSLR the 1st curtain 
starts to fly and the     2nd curtain starts after the exposure time 
regardless of the position of the 1st  curtain.  That's how you get 
the slit.  



Getting Started in a  Big Way for about $200.00 
  (One Canon 580II Speedlight is $679.00!)  

Neewer Radio triggers $20.00 

Cowboy Studio Umbrella Kit $65.00 
4 - umbrellas, 2 - 8 ft. stands,  
2 – speed-light mounting brackets 
 and a carrying case 

Yungnuo 560II Speedlight $60.00 ea. 



Why use manual flash instead of ETTL /ITTL flash? 

TTL	flash	is	a	ma4er	of	personal	preference.		I	find	among	the	professional	
photographers	I	know	that	it	is	about	50/50	on	whether	they	use	TTL	or	manual	flash.		
Personally,	I	prefer	to	shoot	in	manual,	and	here’s	why.	While	TTL	sounds	great	most	of	
the	Fme	I	don’t	want	a	neutral	exposure,	I	want	a	“high	key”	look	or	a	darker	
background	so	the	viewer	knows	where	to	look.	

TTL	flash	gets	exposure	informaFon	from	the	camera	and	passes	it	onto	the	flash	to	tell	
it	how	bright	the	flash	should	be.		Not	surprisingly,	the	technical	or	mathemaFcal	
reading	of	the	flash	power	is	not	necessarily	what	the	photographer	would	choose	from	
a	creaFve	standpoint.		So	you	end	up	adjusFng	the	flash	exposure	compensaFon	and	
exposure	compensaFon	anyway!		It	also	means	that	if	you	posiFon	the	camera	just	
slightly	different	in	a	subsequent	shot	the	flash	power	may	change.		This	makes	
adjusFng	mulFple	lights	a	complicated,	Fme	consuming	and	very	expensive	process.	



DON’T be afraid of manual flash.  It’s as simple as it can be.  If 
you look at your LCD and see that the flash was too bright, 
press the left arrow and stop down.  Underexposed, press the 
right arrow to open up a stop or so.  It is that simple.  I think 
with a simple lighting setup it’s faster and easier to use manual 
flash. 

1/1 = Full Power 
½ = Minus One Stop 
¼ = Minus Two Stops 
1/8 = Minus three Stops  
And so on….. 



        Let’s Bounce! 
•  Bounce flash – Use walls, ceilings, reflectors, etc. to 

produce a softer larger light. Bounce flash can produce 
softer more flattering light.  

•  Effective size of the flash vs. actual size 
•   Hard light and soft light – Hint: Closer is softer.  
•  Hint:	When	the	light	source	is	larger	than	the	subject	the	

light	is		soS	and	when	the	source	is	smaller	than	the	subject	
the	light	is	hard.	



Light	Modifiers	
What	is	a	Gobo?		It’s	photographer	slang	for	anything	that	goes	
between	the	flash	and	the	subject	of	the	photo.		Photographers	will	
oSen	put	a	piece	of	foam	board	over	part	of	the	flash	to	block	the	light,	
or	put	a	colored	object	to	color	the	light,	or	put	an	oddly	shaped	piece	of	
glass	there	to	get	interesFng	lights	and	shadows….	the	sky	is	the	limit.		It	
just	means	there	is	something	between	the	flash	and	the	subject.	



Light	Modifiers	
What	is	a	Gel?		Just	to	confuse	you,	photographers	got	
together	a	long	Fme	ago	and	conspired	to	call	li4le	pieces	of	
plasFc	used	to	color	the	light	from	the	flash	“gels”	but	they	are	
not	anything	like	the	word	“gel”	would	suggest.	

	A	photography	gel	is	a	colored	piece	of	plasFc	(think	colored	
cellophane)	that	is	used	to	give	the	light	from	the	flash	a	
certain	color.		You	can	buy	a	kit	of	them	for	just	a	few	dollars	
such	as	a	Roscolux	Swatch	kit.		The	gel	goes	on	the	head	of	the	
flash.	


